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EXPLANATORY LETTER
Site of the project
The site is located in the valuable Old Town territory in the centre of Vilnius City. Special regulation
for planning, construction and maintenance apply to this area. 2-4 floor residential buildings with
commercial premises on the ground floor surround the site. The place has important pedestrian and
cycling links to the other green areas in Vilnius Old Town that we respect and emphasise. Currently the
site is used for intensive through traffic that is cutting the Old Town and brings more than 5000 vehicle
x km / day whereas more than 60% is through transport that has no particular interest in the Old Town
except crossing it through.

Pic. 1. Site location within Vilnius Old Town.
Present state assessment and sustainability programme
As it comes from the provided information and analysis material as well as visual investigation carried
out onsite, the present situation of Vokiečių Street features low quality planning, design and
maintenance, and therefore the place does not meet the needs of today’s residents and visitors. We have
examined the place from the way people use it today and discovered that people prefer sitting and
rambling across the green areas in the Old Town of Vilnius City.
We have analysed the site of Vokiečių Street from several perspectives:
a. Visual values of the place;
b. Green open areas;
c. Existing services;
d. Mobility and transport organisation;
e. The needed social activities;
f. Sustainable urban drain system;
g. Waste management
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Outcomes of the analysis are presented below.

Pic. 2. Location of the most attractive viewpoints.
We have identified eight positions that render the most attractive views upon the surrounding skylines,
architectural monuments and quality architecture. These points are integrated into the planning proposals
by locating open air cafes and other places for public gathering there.

Pic. 3. Network of the most important green spaces in the Old Town.
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As the analysis shows, Vokiečių Street lies on the important linking line between the most important
green spaces in the whole Old Town area. Therefore, we take all possible attempt to increase its
ecological value, social attractiveness by landscaping its extended physical boundaries.

Pic. 4. Spread of services and facilities on the ground floor.
There is a wide variety of socially attractive services around the ground floor of the surrounding
buildings. We have connected buildings to the outdoor by connecting them to the planned parts of the
site. It is important to note, that the new café and other seating points employ the best viewpoints
identified as in the scheme on Pic. 2.
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Pic. 5. Transport and mobility reorganisation.
Analysis shows that dual two-way driving model that is present today is completely outdated and should
be modified by cutting the through transport, eliminating one asphalt-paved street and giving priority
for pedestrians and cyclists on all project site. See more on transport and mobility in the chapter below.

Pic. 6. Opportunities of social life organisation.
To avoid messing different types of activities, we give priority to a gentle combination of active (possibly
more loudly) and more quiet activities in the outlined spaces of the area.
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Pic. 7. Sustainable urban drain organisation.
Currently all rainwater is drained to the sewer lines network, and that is very regretful. The site of
Vokiečių Street is incline (difference 3.20 m) in all its line so it gives a perfect opportunity to install
ecologically sound and socially attractive sustainable urban drain network. The detailed planning of
SUDS is represented on the Master plan of our proposal.

Pic. 8. Waste management onsite.
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Currently waste management on the place is messy, the residents and the visitors flows are unclear.
We propose to locate waste containers behind the newer residential perimeter in the courtyard. Also,
innovative cleaning system – robot – is proposed.
We have summarised all existing problems and challenges existing at Vokiečių street, as depicted above,
and present the proposed solutions in parallel with the main sustainability principles – see Tab. 1 below.
We see each problem as a challenge and the call for the proposals of our project.
Tab. 1. Existing problems and proposed solutions.
Existing problems

Sustainability criteria

Planned actions

Sustainable site selection
Open space without a face

Second site use

Existing site used for upgrading

Highly sealed surfaces,

Reduced impact on

Reduced hard pavements, more

lack of greenery

environment

permeable surfaces and plants

Urbanised area with much

Increased ecologic potential of

Renaturalised landscape with swale

pollution and noise

environment

water, terrain and plants

Mobility and transport
Heavy through traffic

Sustainable mobility

Reduced streets and parking for

priority for cars,

infrastructure

vehicles, increased cycling and walking

unattractive and unsafe

Safety of pedestrians and

Specially planned pedestrian walks and

spaces for pedestrians and

cyclists

cycling tracks

cycling

Safe and comfortable open spaces
Water

Rainwater underused,

Sustainable water use

Rain water managed on surface

drained to sewage.

Sustainable plant watering

Plants located by the swale

High management costs of

Rain water collection from all

Rainwater collected, leak infiltrated,

artificial plants watering

pavements and surfaces and

used for plants watering and better

by drinking water

use for watering and absorbtion microclimate
Energy

All infrastructure

Use of renewable energy

Use of RES-based installations for

dependent on fossil-fuels

sources

lighting plants, walkways and cycling

based energy

Energy conservation, reducing

tracks

High embodied energy

carbon footprint

Use of local, natural, low embodied-

materials are used

energy materials for surfaces
Waste
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Messy arrangement of

Sustainable waste management

Resident’s waste sorting inside the

waste management for the

block of houses

residents and visitors

Smart open space cleaning robot
Materials

Concrete-based synthetic

Use of non-hazardous

Natural materials used

materials sealing the

materials

Locally available materials and services

ground surface

Local low embodied energy

used. Removed pavement reused and

and low CO2 materials incl.

recycled for reuse in other sites.

reused.
Health and wellbeing
Heat island effect in hot

Improved microclimate

season

Increased humidity and reduced heat
island created by plants

Messy unorganised urban

Visual comfort

Attractive natural – cultural vistas

vistas lacking more

Acoustic comfort

Eliminated motorised transport, soft

greenery

surfaces and more plants respecting

High noise level at all

urban silence

times Reduced living
comfort
Management and innovation
Lack of good management

Involvement of green building

GB Pro specialist involved in planning

and maintenance

professional

and design

Lack of diverse public

Public participation in design

Public survey and questionnaire before

services

and use of urban open spaces

the concept was planned

Public not involved in the

Innovation included in

Virtual reality simulation will be used

decision making process.

planning

for public involvement
Fully accessible and comfortable for all
users, universal design of street
furniture
Laser video projection used for heritage
appreciation
Smart lighting system dimming at night
installed.
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Concept and spatial organisation
As the analysis material shows, Vokiečių Street in its current form is a definite deformation of the typical
urban structure of the Old Town: its morphology is distorted; its spatial features are out of scale.
Therefore, we treat it as an opportunity for strategic transformation into a completely different quality
green open space with priority for leisure, social recreation and physical activity. We create conceptually
new open space pattern within the traditional architectural frame in order to give what people need most
in the Old Town: green quiet recreation oasis. The new green recreation space would be a tremendous
benefit for the present condition of Vilnius Old Town where landscape elements are scarce, disconnected
and squeezed into small clutches of land surrounded by street. As the place has been drastically distorted
in the post-WW2 time we have a poor chance to bring back what is lost, but we can use our chance to
create the new quality landscape with nature-based aesthetics. In order to achieve a more human scale,
we propose to subdivide the existing vast space of the street into three sub-spaces by landscaping it with
relief shapes, water faces, trees and shrubs masses.

Pic. 9. Spatial subdivision of the Vokiečių Street space.
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Pic. 10. Landscape oasis: improvised relief, birth of water, flourishing plantations for people.
Activities for people
Currently the area mostly serves as a transit link. The space of Vokiečių Street can comprise the main
leisure, communication and small services in it as it is connected to many shops and restaurants located
on the ground floor of the surrounding buildings. To accommodate these main types of activities within
the space of Vokiečių Street we propose to landscape specially assigned universally designed spaces for
that (Tab. 2). Functioning of the area is closely inked to the premises existing on the ground floor of the
surrounding buildings. Therefore, for the planned spaces we have combined present and new types of
activities as listed below.
Tab. 2. Types of human activities planned on the project site.
Activity type

Sub-type

Proposed places in the project

Communication

Meeting place

Open spaces for meeting friends

Events place

Spaces for bigger and small events

Celebration place

Cozy spaces for celebrations

Street food

Street restaurants

Drinks bar

Street bars

Slow-food restaurant

Connection to the surrounding buildings

Passive

Sitting, lying, leaning areas

Active

Street sports area

Food

Recreation
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Commerce

Small-scale sales

Souvenirs, folk arts sales

Transit

Walking, rambling

Pedestrian walkways, sidewalks

Cycling, scooting

Cycling, scooting tracks

Public transport connection

Two stops of public transport on the edges

Car sharing connection

Car sharing site on the edge

For the abovementioned reasons the existing outdoor café places are maintained and extended. More,
we plan to supply three units of a compact and fully functional café boot with all bar-kitchen-washing
services compactly inbuilt in a portable expandable container size 1500 x 2000 mm and 1800 mm high.
This container will be integrated into three café open spaces and overgrown with climbing plants from
two sides.
Heritage protection and representation
The way heritage of the past centuries is respected and represented in recent times mostly focus on
respecting the memories, the people and cultural achievements of that time. Imitation, replication and
mimicry of the past and lost buildings should be avoided, especially if the authentic legacy units are
preserved and safely conserved in the ground. This is the case with the fundaments of the demolished
buildings on Vokiečių Street. The other reality is that we have to keep the present street space formed
by the surrounding medieval and more recent houses. We avoid direct replication of the preserved
fundaments lying under the ground in our proposal. Instead, we have taken the following tradition-linked
and modern technology based measures to respect, reflect and emphasise on the cultural heritage values
of this place:
a. Carefully selected natural materials based and soft-looking pavements and surfaces: people will
physically feel the textures of the material under their feet to remind about the way city was
developing in the past periods;
b. Three parks planted with fruit trees – apples, cherries and plums – will remind the visitors of the
gardens that people traditionally used to have and still have in many Old Town courtyards;
c. At dark time, make the laser projections on the installed pavements, that will bring the past
memories about the demolished buildings in the places their fundaments have survived under the
ground;
d. When planting the new trees we respect the archeologic heritage and put them in the places where
no remnants of the fundaments of the demolished buildings exist.
e. Install two legacy info-points with QR code-encrypted and extended stories and videos of
Vokiečių Street. These points are located at one and at the other end of Vokiečių Street Park.
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It is important to note that land modelling is done by shaving only a fine soil layer of 15 – 18 cm from
the existing ground level so that does not disturb valuable archeologic heritage on cultural layers below.

Landscape architecture at Vokiečių Street
In one word, there is hardly any landscape on this place now, or it is in a completely regretful situation.
The main goal of our project is to bring back landscape in the most natural and original form, and water
is going to act as the basic “blood” element of the place. This place has suffered terrible distortions
mainly in the post-WW2 period that will remain as scarfs on the face of the Old Town. Any forms that
may follow the present linear pattern of a “street” would look imitative, flattering and praising the
damage of the post-war time. Therefore, we propose to install the oasis of real landscape that Vilnius
City is fond of, where water swale winding between small hills and tree groves plays a crucial role. This
may create the most pleasing and relaxing atmosphere in the site that was so heavily distorted and
damaged in the past. Water from streets, sidewalks, different pavement and lawns that is now drained to
the sewer is the inspiring light of our proposal. We are sure that changing shape and every day different
water level in the designed swale (detail B) will attract lots of people to see the lost and rediscovered
element of the city. By lowering the kerbstone on the old part of Vokiečių Street to the lawn level (details
A, D) we will divert the rainwater from that street from the drain to our swale as well.

Pic. 11. Detailed cross sections: kerbstone shift (a); swale structure (b); sitting terraces (c); rainwater
diverting to swale (d).
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We have created the original plants layout that is based on creating three groves of locally typical fruit
trees: apple, cherry and plum trees. We clearly imagine these traditional trees blooming across the
springtime in April – May – June and people enjoying seated around and under them! Please, have a
look on the visions. It is essential that our proposal keeps all the trees and other plants existing on the
site, not a single tree will be cut away. We suggest replanting several trees to the better places and
planting groups of new trees, shrubs and flowerbeds.
The proposal takes special care of flowerbeds, as people prefer the mosaic of their impressive colours.
We plan flowerbeds taking into account that 70% of them will be planted with perennial sorts of flowers
and just 30% - with annual sorts. This 30% of the total flowerbed area will serve a stage for organising
annual Vilnius Flower Fair – the new type of event that will attract the best Lithuanian and foreign
landscape architects, plant designers and arborists from may European cities to the newly refurbished
Vokiečių Street along with crowds of spectators. We also use common fruit shrubs as currant and guilder
that are so common to many landscapes and gardens around Vilnius Old Town. In this way, we expect
to remind to the visitors the gardens tradition that flourished in may Vilnius courtyards for centuries and
in some places survived until today.
Moreover, we have selected the sorts of new trees and shrubs that will fit the local climate conditions in
the best way and require as little as possible maintenance, also they are recommended to include in any
projects by the Lithuanian Sustainability Assessment System LPTVS 2020:1, see the table 2 below.
Tab. 3. List of plantations.
No.

Name LT / EN / LAT

Existing - new

Quantity, units

1

Existing trees

a

Paprastoji eglė / Norway Spruce / Picea abies

Existing

1

b

Paprastasis kaštonas / Horse chesnut / Aesculus

Existing

1

Existing

47 (5 of them –

hippocastanum
c

Mažalapė liepa / Small-leaved Lime / Tilia cordata

replanted
d

Paprastasis ąžuolas / Pedunculate oak / Quesrkus robur

Existing

1

e

Paprastasis uosis / Ash tree / Fraxinus excelsior

Existing

2

f

Paprastoji alyva / Lilac / Syringe vulgaris

Existing

32 –all replanted

2

New planted trees:

a

Obelis / Crab Apple / Malus sylvestris

New

15

b

Paprastoji vyšnia / Cherry / Prunus cerasus

New

17

c

Dygioji slyva / Blackthorn / Prunus spinosa

New

22

3

Existing shrubs

a

Lanksva / Anthony waterer / Spiraea Japinica

Rremoved

5 types, 70% dry

13

4

New shrubs

A

Paprastoji ieva / Bird Cherry / Padus avium

New

30

b

Paprastasis putinas/ Guelder Rose / Viburnum opulus

New

60

c

Ilgakekis serbentas / Downy Red Currant / Ribes

New

50

New

100 (climbing to

spicatum
5

New climbing shrubs

a

Gebenė lipikė / Common Ivy / Hedera helix

lime tree trunks)
b

Paprastasis apynys / Hop / Humulus lupulus

New

20 (on the front
wall – detail D)

6

Flower beds

a

Perennial sorts

New

70%

b

Annual sorts *

New

30%

c

* Flower fair organised annually to create artistic flowerbed compositions in these areas.

Pavements. We select the most natural, locally (within 500 km range) produced, highly waterpermeable and low embodied energy materials for the variety of surfaces planned in the project. We
suggest reducing the width of the old part of Vokiečių Street as to fit the pedestrian and cyclists needs
and reduce the amount of hard non-permeable pavements onsite. Of all surface onsite, 43% is given to
lawn, flowerbed and water feature (excluding existing old street and sidewalk). The whole surface of the
existing asphalt pavement on the newer part of Vokiečių Street will be removed, recycled and reused in
the other locations of the Old Town. All pavements will be steadily condensed and compressed to fit the
needs of all walking people including those using prams, wheelchairs and other walking aids.

Pic. 12. Cross section A-A. Little hill and trees soften the big volume of the school building.
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Pic. 13. Cross section B-B. Water flow from the old Vokiečių Street is diverted to the swale.
Tab. 4. Types and quantities of planned pavements and other surfaces.
Symbol

Amount m2

Title of surface

Degree of water
permeability

L

Lawn

5239

Very high

F

Flower beds

213

Very high

W

Water features

122

Absolute

SP

Sport field rubber based EPDM cover f. 0-5

759

High

FG

Fine gravel compressed f. 0-2

1100

High

PO

Polymeric surface dressing f. 3-6 mm

1200

Very high

SS

Small stones compressed f. 2-10

1360

High

SG

Stone with soil gaps 150-200 mm

2800

Medium

S

Sidewalk tiles by the old Vokiečių Street

1204 existing

Non

B-r

Bricks on the old line of Vokiečių Street

2070 * existing

Non

A-re

Asphalt on the newer line of Vokiečių Street

** removed

Non

Total balance:

16067 m2

* Of that 416 m2 removed for reuse in the project.
** 2390 m2 asphalt removed for recycling and reuse
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Fig. 14. Plan of surfaces and pavements.

Pic. 15. Plan of plantations

Pic. 16. Layout of Vokiečių Street regeneration.
Artistic land modelling will use the same amount of ground and soil taken off on the project site so that
amount of the added ground volume is approx. equal to the excavated one. By this we avoid additional
transportation of ground and soil.
Tab. 5. Ground modelling balance.
Location

Taken out m3

Added m3

Balance m3

Site area

1760

1730

+ 30

Total:

1760

1730

+ 30
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After radically regenerating biodiversity onsite, it is very probable that small types of animals as
hedgehogs and rabbits that are usual to Vilnius’ gardens will reappear and establish their habitats on this
new green space.
Transport and mobility
The unique opportunity for groundbreaking transformation of traffic on Vokiečių Street is now open!
We suggest using the chance to transform radically mobility mode onsite as Vilnius City is implementing
the progressive plan to reorganise traffic in the Old Town territory. If we look on the Old Town territory,
it is too big to live without any vehicular transport, but it is too small to organise it as in the ordinary
urban areas with wide streets, multiple parking opportunities and other comfort for the drivers.
Our proposal suggests to get rid of cars on the old and on the newer parts of Vokiečių streets. It may
sound incredible but just before you try: the existing through transport has to be cut anyway and Vokiečių
Street is the first to start with this; following the strategy for humanising strategy for the Old Town
territory, parking on streets should be eliminated from the Old Town territory including Vokiečių Street.
The extended space of the planned site will dramatically increase the opportunities for acquiring the new
quality on the refurbished project site. Therefore, now is a realistic and timely opportunity to creatively
reorganize public and shared transport onsite on all principles of sustainable urban mobility planning –
see the scheme below.
To increase safety of walking and general security we suggest installing solar-charging street lamps in
the ground floor gaps in the newer urban block. They will also put light on the advertisement stands
moved to these gaps from the internal space (see the plan of surfaces and pavements).
Vilnius City and especially the Old Town still has many movement barriers for people with limited
physical abilities. Therefore, our primary goal is to ensure full accessibility for all people and quality
universal design features. Therefore, all pavements are selected as to ensure smooth mobility and barrierfree design. Barrier-free oasis is created.
Implementation and organisation
In order to make the project implementation smooth, continuous and resource saving, we suggest Vilnius
City municipality to plan it in three consecutive phases, minding the seasons and the local climate
specifics in Vilnius and Lithuania. Each implementation phase will be attentively communicated to
public by making presentations and project exhibition, getting feedback from discussion meetings, as
well as using the elements of virtual urban simulation. The authors have experience in facilitating the
public involvement process by using gamified environment where the project model is integrates. We
propose to implement our project in these phases:
I.

Preparation, reinstalling street light cables, modification of relief and installation of water
swales, moving the replanted trees to the right positions;
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II.

Making new pavement, planting new trees and shrubs;

III.

Planting flowers, installing street furniture – benches, signs etc.
Maintenance of the territory

Maintenance of the renovated Vokiečių Street is going to be resource consuming and therefore costly.
Therefore, we took multiple measures to make it less costly and resource consuming:
 Watering the plants that is a major cost for maintaining urban green areas: the planned sustainable
water management system will provide 70 – 90% of humidity that plants will need therefore there
will be no need for additional watering.
 Cleaning: we suggest employing the cleaning robot for collecting litter and washing the
pavements – see picture below. We suggest leaving big litter containers for the residents inside the
residential block courtyard where they are located now.
 Grass mowing: we suggest using the grass mowing robot that will go through the lawns and
seamlessly and silently mow them turning the cut grass into the fertile mulch and leaving it onsite.
 Street light and safety: we ensure adequate level of external light in dark time of the day. More,
we will plan the smart lighting system that slightly dims the light when humans are absent and
increases light when sensors detects the human motion. More, modern CCTV cameras will
constantly monitor the area for crime prevention, including graffiti.

Pic. 17. Street cleaning robot will keep Vokiečių Street tidy and clean.
https://media.treehugger.com/assets/images/2011/10/wall-e-trash-robot-garbage-italy-peccioli.jpg
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